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did you know that today, 73 percent of 

all companies in Germany use cloud 

computing services? Last year, this 

was 66 percent. This was revealed by 

the current Cloud Monitor from Bit-

kom and KPMG (www.bitkom.org). 

This isn’t surprising – after all, cloud 

solutions provide significant benefits. 

So it’s no wonder that the GVB, a 

large and modern Dutch transport 

company, decided to control their 

buses and trams through the cloud. 

PSItraffic/AVMS, which has been in 

use by the GVB for 13 years, was re-

placed by a modern, cloud-based solu-

tion. Read our cover story about this 

exciting development.

In Hamburg, mobility is being re-

thought. Namely: climate-friendly. 

This May, HOCHBAHN celebrated 

the opening of the first e-bus depot in 

Germany. It is planed that it will pro-

vide the charging technology and en-

ergy supply for 240 buses. 

The PSItraffic/DMS, which has auto-

matically controlled processes at the 

six HOCHBAHN bus depots since 

2014, has been extended with an ad-

ditional module for the charging and 

load management of the buses. 

An interview with our AI expert  

Dr. Rudolf Felix also sheds light on 

the significance of AI systems for har-

monising processes at bus depots. 

Has your transport service not yet 

been digitized? Then you should read 

our article on page 14. Because dig-

italisation has long since found its 

way into the area of employee com-

munication – thanks to Moveo Soft-

ware GmbH and its solution Moveo 

Profahr. More than 22 transport 

companies, including ÖBB-Postbus, 

Münchener Verkehrsbetriebe and 

Bernmobil already rely on the solu-

tion. 

We look forward to a lively exchange 

of ideas with you at our user forum 

in September. Registrations are still 

open – at www.psitrans.de/forum2019.

We hope you enjoy reading it!
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In the Netherlands, public transport passengers stand more in the focus 
of operators than elsewhere. This is also the case in Amsterdam, where 
GVB bears the responsibility. Being on time and providing information 
are the two most important words here. A central element in achiev-
ing these goals is the automatic vehicle management system (AVMS). 
This recently experienced a comprehensive upgrade and was then suc-
cessfully migrated to the transport company’s new cloud infrastructure. 

Amsterdam without buses, 

trams and subways? Any-

one who has been to Am-

sterdam knows: That’s inconceiva-

ble. In almost no other city does 

the urban network enjoy such over-

whelming popularity. It’s no surprise, 

since using its 43 bus lines, 15 tram 

lines, four metro lines and six ferry 

connections, passengers can reach 

almost anywhere in Amsterdam. 

Each day, over 900,000 passengers 

GVB Amsterdam relies on a high-performance automatic vehicle management system

Buses und trams controlled from the cloud 

use the bus and tram lines, which 

are operated by the GVB, as are the 

metro and ferry connections. 

Of course, such a complex network 

and large vehicle fleet require the 

support of IT systems. The Am-

sterdam bus and tram, for example, 

each operate approximately 200 ve-

hicles. Since 2006, GVB has been 

using the automatic vehicle man-

agement system (AVMS) from PSI 

Transcom, based on the PSItraffic 

system platform. The system is the 

key element for keeping vehicles on-

time and the high performance of 

the passenger information. Because 

here in the control centre is where 

all the information comes together. 

It’s clear: More than anything, the 

love for public transport is related to 

the reliability and on-time service of 

the transport system. “In the Neth-

erlands, the passenger is the more 

than elsewhere focus of the efforts of 

transport companies,” says Johannes 

Kremp, Project Manager at PSI 

Transcom. “This means that both 

buses and trains that are on time, and 

fast and precise information for pas-

sengers about changes have top prior-

ity. This was the exact starting point 

for the introduction of the PSItraffic/
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Around 900,000 passengers use GVB buses and trams every day.

AVMS vehicle management system 

in 2006. At that time, the people of 

Amsterdam complained about their 

city’s unreliable public transport sys-

tem and felt inadequately informed 

about schedule changes. That’s why 

the GVB introduced a new control 

centre system and upgraded the en-

tire network with a large number of 

displays. The initiative also included 

relaunching the website and intro-

ducing a passenger app. 

Since then, every control system 

function has been used, most of 

which PSItraffic/AVMS already of-

fers as standard. This includes con-

tinuous tracking of 

vehicles and their 

operating situation, 

and the display of 

dynamic passenger 

information. The 

result: Significantly 

fewer deviations 

from the schedule, 

significantly better 

passenger informa-

tion and, above all, 

more satisfied pas-

sengers.

Information 
every second
In 2016, as part of 

the maintenance contract, GVB fi-

nally requested a comprehensive up-

grade to the vehicle management sys-

tem – with the same functions. This 

step allowed GVB to establish a mod-

ern user interface and a modularised, 

future-oriented system. In addition 

to existing standard interfaces such 

as the VDV, it can be extended to in-

clude additional interfaces to systems 

from other manufacturers – a central 

measure of quality for modern soft-

ware solutions. 

And one more goal was in the focus 

of the upgrade: Vehicle tracking 

needed to become even more precise, 

and with this, the quality of rout-

ing and passenger information should 

continue to increase as well. To that 

point, the system only tracked the 

position of a vehicle when leaving a 

stop and only provided information 

in the event of a schedule deviation 

of 60 seconds or more. The plan was 

to reduce this to 15 seconds – both 

to provide dispatchers with an even 

better overview, for example, for im-

proved reactions to deviations, and to 

inform passengers even more quickly 

and precisely. “At GVB’s request, we 

even went a step further and are cur-

rently testing a cyclical location re-

port every five seconds in parallel 

to the 15-second solution. In both 

cases, the control centre will have 

an overview almost in real-time,” ex-

plains Kremp. “In both cases, the so-

lutions will also impose a higher load 

on the system, which will now have 

to record and process considerably 

more data. 

In the meantime, until the migration 

has been completed, the new and 

legacy systems are being managed 

and tested in parallel using an intel-

ligent bridge concept. This means 

that both systems are supplied with 

all of the data from the connected 

IT solutions, and entries made using 

the legacy system are automatically 

transferred to the new system – and 

vice versa. “In this way, we can ex-

actly compare how each system be-

haves and make adjustments if there 

are unwanted deviations in the new 

system,” says Kremp, explaining the 

advantages of the solution. He adds: 

“Above all, dispatchers also have the 

opportunity to meta-

phorically ‘cross the 

new bridge’ step-by-

step. In this way, they 

can make certain en-

tries in the new system 

while still working in 

the old system in other 

areas. They can decide 

for themselves when 

they want to complete 

the changeover.” 

Problem-free mi-
gration to the cloud
What’s new, however, 

is not only the AVMS, 

but also that almost 

all operations are in the cloud. Be-

cause during the upgrade, managers 

at GVB decided to migrate the en-

tire IT to Microsoft’s Azure Cloud – 

including the PSI operations control 

system. “The advantages for a public 

transport company overlap with the 

general advantages of a cloud-based 

solution. In addition to the cost sav-

ings thanks to eliminating both ac-

quisition and maintenance costs for 

hardware, scalability is also impor-

tant,” says the PSI project manager. 
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The PSItraffic user interface with different views.

The PSItraffic heatmap shows the punctuality of the vehicles.

PSI Transcom GmbH
Johannes Kremp
Project Manager
jkremp@psi.de
www.psitrans.com

Although there will be no major 

changes regarding the size of the ve-

hicle fleet, functional changes, for 

example for increased message ex-

change or the performance of the 

servers used, will be relevant. “It was 

clear to us that it basically doesn’t 

matter where PSItraffic is running. 

However, since it is a classic client-

server system, there were still nat-

urally some things to consider dur-

ing the migration,” says Kremp. This 

mean that client systems – and most 

importantly, all of the interfaces used 

by dispatchers – run independently of 

the backend and in any environment. 

This can range from desktop PCs, to 

using virtualization (Citrix, Cloud), 

to smartphone apps. By contrast, the 

backend system, consisting of the da-

tabase and application servers, usu-

ally runs on an on-premise systems 

– at GVB, currently independently 

in the cloud or using Microsoft’s re-

mote services. 

“The critical point was therefore net-

work routing and establishing the in-

itial connection. When remote ac-

cess works, the whole system works,” 

says Kremp. This is because it ensures 

that all of the systems that commu-

nicate with the operations control 

system are reachable. This includes 

communication with the vehicle 

fleet, control of the switching system, 

all of the databases that have not yet 

been migrated to the cloud, and the 

data hub through which all displays 

are controlled. The entire backend 

system now runs completely in the 

cloud, and the AVMS client is Citrix-

based. For the computationally in-

tensive dispatcher workstations with 

multiple screens and views, GVB also 

followed the recommendation of the 

PSI consultants to continue using 

physical computers to avoid latency 

problems. “Looking back, we can re-

ally say that the migration was com-

pletely “silent,” summarises Kremp. 

It is therefore not surprising that 

GVB is already beginning with 

the next stages of the expansion. 

Planned is the introduction of a new 

depot management system, the re-

placement of on-board computers 

and with it the expansion of vehi-

cle communication – all in the cloud.

A high-performance control 
system with a future 
Amsterdam already has a reliable pub-

lic transport system. The GVB carries 

the primary responsibility and is con-

stantly working to improve services, 

including the IT systems in the back-

ground as well. The extensive upgrade 

of the established operations control 

system, for example, has given the 

control centre an even better over-

view of the current operational sit-

uation, contributing to a further in-

crease in the quality of the company’s 

services. Combined with the cloud ar-

chitecture, GVB now has a high-per-

formance and scalable control system 

that has optimally prepared the com-

pany for future challenges. 
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Success story: Hagener Straßenbahn AG migrates to a comprehensive DMS/AVMS

All operational processes in one system
As the operator of a municipal bus service, Hagener Straßenbahn AG 
is faced with the challenge of managing a cost-effective operation that 
above all guarantees a high level of passenger satisfaction. The IT solu-
tions based on the PSItraffic platform are making an important contri-
bution to this. These include an integrated depot management system 
(DMS) and automatic vehicle management system (AVMS) – supple-
mented by a modern sales and subscription management system, as well 
as complex refuelling optimisation.

IT systems have long played a key 

role in complex planning and 

control systems. However, a look 

at the real world reveals a great need 

for action, especially in this area. Be-

cause over the years, heterogeneous IT 

system landscapes have developed in 

many companies, their maintenance 

is both time-consuming and expen-

sive. Their lack of seamless integra-

tion means that a great deal of poten-

tial for efficiency is not being utilised.

Hagener Straßenbahn AG (HST), 

which transports more than 32 mil-

lion passengers a year in the city of 

Hagen and the surrounding area using 

around 140 of its own vehicles and 

about 25 vehicles from third-party, de-

cided to introduce a combined DMS 

and AVMS in a similar situation. Not 

only were the depot management sys-

tem (DMS), communications tech-

nology and radio procedures obso-

lete – the vehicle equipment had also 

reached the end of its service life. A 

sales and subscription management 

system and a solution for tank op-

timisation were also introduced as 

part of the project – with Berlin PSI 

Transcom as the general contractor.

Project goals of simplicity and 
uniformity
The overall project objective was 

therefore obvious: Standardisation 

and streamlining of operational pro-

cesses with optimised vehicle use. 

This was intended to effect improve-

ment in both the quality and the 

range of services offered.

Exit and entry list with GIS map. View of depot Boelerheide.

PROJECT GOALS IN DETAIL 

• a reduction in the number of in-

terfaces and system components

• continuous data storage for all 

parts of the system

• a uniform scheduling system with 

as little rework as possible in the 

downstream systems such as per-

sonnel planning, AVMS, DMS 

and ticket printer

• a reduction in the number of de-

vices in order to offer more trans-

parency at the driver’s workplace

• the simplification and standardi-

sation of vehicle dispatching

• an improvement in vehicle com-

munication

• an improvement in vehicle  

tracking in the network and at 

the depot

• improved data archiving and 

evaluation

• convenient activation of the 

company’s own fuel station

• transparency for the fuel levels of 

individual vehicles
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A migration during operation
It was a particular challenge to de-

sign a migration concept that enabled 

the successive changeover of the sys-

tems during parallel operation with-

out significantly impacting daily oper-

ations. This did include period during 

which both systems were in opera-

tion, which created additional work 

for dispatchers. However, parallel op-

eration made possible extensive tests 

and comparisons, allowing conclu-

sions to be drawn about various fine 

tuning before the go-live.

This means that the old DMS was still 

running completely independently 

(and parallel to the new system) dur-

ing the technical upgrade of the ve-

hicles – an on-board computer for 

ticket sales and checking of the elec-

tronic tickets, and a modern, easy-to-

use ticket printer with touch display. 

This was the case both in the garage 

and in the control centre. At the same 

time, the first computers with PSI-

traffic were installed. The changeo-

ver and familiarisation with the new 

system then took place during short 

transition phases. 

After all of the vehicles had been fully 

equipped with the new printers, the 

transition of the data communication 

system was completed. During this 

time, the AVMS supplied the current 

data server of the Rhine-Ruhr net-

work (VRR) to generate online time-

table information. Over the course of 

just a few days, the dynamic passen-

ger information system was then re-

placed or switched over to the new 

technology. The demanding change-

over to the new, digital / mobile radio 

system was ultimately the prerequisite 

for switching off the old AVMS and 

for removing the IBIS devices from 

the vehicles.

Reliable planning thanks to  
reliable data    
A control centre with dispatching 

workstations for the ITCS and the 

DMS is now available at the Boeler-

heide depot and on the route to mon-

itor and dispatch the vehicles. Here, 

a central control computer operated 

by the HST assumes control and data 

supply of the overall system. This sys-

tem includes all required VDV inter-

faces. System users are provided with 

various views of the current operating 

situation that are relevant for them.  

Based on this, vehicles can be quickly 

and reliably dispatched at the depot 

and on routes.

Today, the control centre and vehi-

cles communicate using the mobile 

telephone system instead of analogue 

radio. The main benefits are push-

to-talk technology, reduced operat-

ing costs thanks to the elimination of 

radio masts, and increased range. This 

pays off especially on the outskirts of 

the network. Drivers can also imme-

diately document damage to the ve-

hicle through the on-board computer 

using a so-called fault tree. The DMS 

then automatically creates a workshop 

order based on the reported damage. 

Detour management with defined 

detour routes is another aspect that 

contributes to optimised processes in 

daily operations: These can be in-

serted as needed into the planned 

route for a defined period of time or at 

recurring times. The on-board com-

puter provides the drivers with all 

relevant information, and passengers 

are informed via displays in the vehi-

cles and through announcements in 

the vehicles and at stations. Passen-

ger displays also provide information 

about connections at central stations 

and across lines. At bus stops, depar-

ture times are displayed in real-time. 

10 percent reduction in  
refuelling procedures  
To optimise dispatching and person-

nel utilisation, as part of the launch 

of the DMS and AVMS, a solution 

for fuelling optimisation was also in-

tegrated. This replaced the existing, 

rigid 2-day refuelling process and aims 

Real-time passenger information in Hagen city area.
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in particular to reduce the number 

of refuelling operations. The remain-

ing range of vehicles is calculated 

using various algorithms and com-

pared with open routes. Vehicles con-

tinuously send their mileage to the 

AVMS, which transmits the data to 

the DMS. Some adjustments had to 

be made to the vehicle technology, for 

example in cases where low fuel was 

indicated very early. 

In addition, information from the ve-

hicle file is used in the calculations. 

This can include average fuel con-

sumption, a risk premium to account 

for possible tank faults, an additional 

safety value to compensate for possible 

spontaneous detours, and the max-

imum range and current remaining 

range of the vehicle. 

Calculations were based on measure-

ments of actual vehicle consumption 

on the various routes and include a 

factor that can be entered for routes 

with steep gradients. The previous 

average fuel consumption of the ve-

hicle is also taken into account with 

a defined percentage. On the basis of 

the data supplied, the DMS finally de-

cides whether a vehicle needs to be re-

fuelled or whether it can be used for 

the next route. 

Although it required some internal 

persuasion at first, around 10 percent 

savings in refuelling operations have 

now noticeably lessened the daily 

workload – especially in the garage. 

By taking other factors into account, 

such as detailed weather data, manag-

ers are now expecting further savings.

Thanks to the consistency and trans-

parency of the data, the company also 

has a wide range of evaluation op-

tions at its disposal – even across de-

partments.

          After an intensive introductory period with challenges both large and small, Hagener Straßenbahn 

AG now has an integrated and robust system – without interruptions.        

Elmar Göbel

Operational manager and system administrator, Hagener Straßenbahn AG

“ 
”

PSI Transcom GmbH
Tobias Trost
Project Manager
ttrost@psi.de
www.psitrans.com
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First E-Bus depot in Germany controls fleet  
with PSItraffic

News: Hamburger Hochbahn AG puts depot management system for zero-emission buses into operation

As part of the introduction of zero-emission buses, Hamburger Hoch-
bahn AG (HOCHBAHN) has opened the first bus depot in Germany 
designed for e-mobility. It is designed to have the necessary charging 
technology and power supply for 240 buses. 

The depot management sys-

tem PSItraffic/DMS of PSI 

Transcom, which has been 

automatically controlling the pro-

cesses in the six bus depots of the 

HOCHBAHN since 2014, has been 

expanded to include a module for the 

charging and load management of 

buses as well as vehicle management-

relevant functions. This has now 

been successfully put into operation 

at the new E-bus depot in Alsterdorf. 

In the future, it will control the pro-

cesses in the E-bus depots through-

out the city. Until full E-bus oper-

ation, the system will ensure that 

the required number of vehicles are 

available refuelled or charged in par-

allel operation for diesel and electric 

buses, and that the drivers are availa-

ble - including their duty rosters. The 

disposition core used for this is based 

on PSI’s own optimisation software 

Qualicision, which determines solu-

tions within seconds on the basis of 

general operating conditions.

The E-DMS continuously checks 

which vehicles at the depot are best 

suited to which blocks after how 

many minutes loading time. This 

means that not all electric vehicles 

have to be charged simultaneously, 

permanently or completely. The load 

management controls the entire en-

ergy requirement and monitors or 

controls the charging capacity of the 

individual chargers. This saves costs 

when expanding the power grid and 

guarantees stable public transport 

operation. The system is also de-

signed for a possible mixed opera-

tion of electric and hydrogen pow-

ered vehicles.

Hamburger Hochbahn AG is Germa-

ny’s second largest public transport 

company.

Grand opening of the E-Bus depot Alsterdorf.

PSI Transcom GmbH
Florian Scheffler
Project Manager
fscheffler@psi.de
www.psitrans.com
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Currently, 

45 Ger-

man cit-

ies are testing elec-

tric buses (www.

lifestrom.de). Their 

long-term goal is to 

operate their ve-

hicle fleets eve-

rywhere econom-

ically. However, 

there are still res-

ervations about 

cost-effectiveness, 

range and charg-

ing infrastructure 

for a large-scale in-

terconnected op-

eration. The fact is: 

Companies counting 

on alternative drives for the future 

face major challenges. Inevitably, this 

requires changes to their operational 

processes – including the accompa-

nying IT systems. These can even 

become a driver for the use of emis-

sion-free vehicles and intelligently 

compensate for the lack of maturity 

of most alternative drive technologies, 

in this way already making them eco-

nomical today. 

The software supplier PSI Transcom is 

regarded as a pioneer in the world of 

service providers.  The Berlin-based 

Experts say there are about 22,000 diesel buses still currently on the 
road in German cities. And this number is decreasing every day. That 
is because an ever-increasing number of cities and municipalities are 
investing in buses with alternative, emission-free drive systems and are 
striving for completely “green fleets.” This development is supported 
by the deployment of intelligent software concepts that consider and 
control the new links and processes connecting charging logistics, dis-
patching and route planning. 

Sustainable software concepts for emission-free fleets

company has designed a depot man-

agement system especially for emis-

sion-free fleets (PSItraffic/E-BMS) 

that has already been used success-

fully. The system not only factors in 

the required interrelationships of the 

different drive types: Since as a rule, 

fleets can only be converted succes-

sively, the integration of different 

drive types becomes a realistic sce-

nario. It therefore supports both par-

allel operation during migration and 

the possibility of mixed operation in 

the future.

Charging at the depot: A focus 
on safety and efficiency 
When it comes to green fleets, opera-

tors must first decide between an over-

night charging at the depot and “op-

portunity charging” along the route. 

This also impacts the controlling soft-

ware systems. For example, with a 

growing fleet of electric buses and a 

large network, the arguments for over-

night charging are obvious.  

Construction only affects the depots 

and not the overall urban infrastruc-

ture, changes to which usually re-

quires extensive permits. Citizens are 

not impacted by time-consuming, ex-

tensive road works, which means sig-

nificantly lower costs for the com-

pany. Safety aspects also play a central 

role – more so for hydrogen fleets 

than for electric buses, because sup-

plying them economically requires 

Product Report: The Depot Management System of the future

Plug-in charging socket of a Solaris bus.
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large tanks. Of course, these cannot 

be distributed across a city. And even 

central depots carry risk here. Finally, 

the power supply required for individ-

ual charging stations along the en-

tire network is only available in a few 

cities – let alone in rural areas. With 

depot charging, charging the entire 

fleet can be centrally controlled and 

the energy supply intelligently man-

aged. This means an additional, deci-

sive cost advantage.

A guarantee for being on 
time: Correctly calculating 
battery capacities 
In the future, depot management 

systems will primarily have to bal-

ance the interrelationship between 

the vehicles’ state of charge, remain-

ing range and the number of routes 

that can be travelled – independent 

of overnight or opportunity charg-

ing. For example, PSItraffic/E-DMS 

automatically determines which ve-

hicles at the depot best match which 

open routes after how many minutes 

of charging. To achieve this, vehicles 

continuously send the corresponding 

state data to a server. This logic can 

be applied to any drive type.

This is also the context for so-called 

charging and load management, 

which ensures an optimal charging 

strategy. In PSI’s E-DMS, this aspect 

was integrated into the system as a 

“smart Power” module. 

This module is essential to ensure that 

not all vehicles are charged simulta-

neously and – in the case of electric 

vehicles – are not even charged to 

full battery capacity, among its other 

functions. Here, the automatic func-

tions described, such as the continu-

ous adjustment of charge state and re-

maining range with the open circuits, 

become active. On the other side of 

the equations, the amount of energy 

available from the power grid is also 

recorded. The advantage: Not every 

bus needs its own charging station. In 

this way, the existing charging hard-

ware can be used in a budget-friendly 

way, and available capacity and re-

sources can be used optimally.

Predicting energy demand 
thanks to intelligent technology
Charging stations: In PSItraffic/E-

DMS, these are automatically con-

trolled by the charging management 

system according to demand. The sys-

tem works not only with the cur-

rent status, but also with forecasts. 

The module forecasts the total energy 

required to charge the vehicle fleet 

throughout the day. Artificial intel-

ligence methods are also used for this 

purpose. Energy demand is calculated 

by the E-DMS using all constant mas-

ter data for individual vehicles. In-

fluences such as outside temperature, 

battery type and battery age are in-

cluded in the forecast, since they af-

fect charging capacities. Based on this 

information, the system then devel-

ops a logical charging strategy which 

allows statements to be made about 

the number of routes at a certain min-

imum daily temperature that can be 

expected, among other things. In ad-

dition, the E-DMS also enables pro-

jections to be made for energy demand 

throughout the next day, how and 

when charging should be performed, 

and when which vehicles will be ready 

for operation.

In this way, optimised charging con-

cepts are created that build on the 

currently available electrical grid ca-

pacities. In the future, data for costs 

and capacities on the energy market 

could also be included in such calcu-

lations . 

The fact is: Public transport compa-

nies are evolving. There is little time 

for doubt or waiting for mature drive 

technologies. IT systems that use in-

telligent automatisms and algorithms 

to allow both gradual migration with 

parallel operation and the perspective 

of mixed operation appear even more 

valuable. Corresponding systems are 

already, and their practicality is being 

proven in early projects.

Monitoring and controlling the charging infrastructure in the Smart Power module.

PSI Transcom GmbH
Eric Nöh
Head of Sales Public Transport
enoeh@psi.de
www.psitrans.com
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Qualitative labelling with Deep Qualicision AI
Interview: High-quality forecasts for industry and public transport

What is unique about using AI 

methods in business processes for 

industry and public transport?

The advantage of using AI methods 

is that systems can be enriched with 

capabilities that have until now have 

only been associated with humans. 

Well-known examples of this include 

voice control for our devices at home 

and the software for driver assistance 

systems. 

Similar to the process through which 

humans learn throughout life, this 

software also has to learn to develop 

its abilities. As an example: The dif-

ferent forms and viewing angles of a 

traffic light must be learned in order 

to recognise a traffic light quickly and 

reliably in the large amounts of col-

lected data.

This type association between data 

and objects or situations is referred 

to as qualitative labelling. This can 

also be carried over to the processes 

in a depot. 

Often, balancing conflicting objec-

tives, such as the use of a certain ve-

hicle type for a certain route or as-

signing employees to services, is no 

easy task. 

This is something that systems based 

on Qualicision (PSItraffic), or neural 

networks which work with qualitative 

labels, can do very well. They are also 

better able to explain the calculated 

decisions.

What must be considered when 

using AI in industrial applications?

In addition to expertise with all AI 

methods, the problem-solving skills 

of the developers of 

AI-based solutions 

is important. That’s 

why at PSI, we talk 

about Industrial In-

telligence, which 

combines method-

ological AI knowl-

edge with industrial 

process knowledge. 

If you possess both, 

the advantages of 

AI solutions are far-

reaching. However, 

another important 

aspect is the avail-

ability of labelled 

data, which has al-

ready been men-

tioned. This is a pre-

requisite that has so 

far remained largely 

outside of public no-

tice in discussions 

of AI but which in 

most cases is nev-

ertheless of decisive 

importance for industrial AI applica-

tions.

What is labelled data and why is it 

so important?

Labelled data is data that has been 

processed and assigned a meaning be-

fore AI training begins. This data can 

then be used by an appropriate learn-

ing AI process to create a model of 

that data, which can in turn be used 

to automatically recognise similar pat-

terns in future data. Labelled data rep-

resent the bridge between data pat-

terns and their real-world significance, 

such as that of a business process. 

In classical AI applications such as 

image classification or speech recog-

nition, data labelling is usually per-

formed manually. This is only suffi-

cient for these applications because 

the data patterns which have been 

labelled do not change substantially 

over time – the labelled data is valid 

over the long term. For example, AI-

based speech recognition can assume 

that, in principle, once the speech and 

word patterns of a language have been 

trained, they will keep their meaning 

unchanged in the trained form. What 

has been spoken remains valid for 

Dr. Rudolf Felix in an interview.
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months or even years. The situation is 

completely different for dynamic busi-

ness process data.

Does this mean that in business 

processes, the data must be pre-

pared again and again to keep the AI  

application up-to-date?

Exactly. In the area of business pro-

cess data, automated data labelling is 

essential because continuous new data 

patters are generated by the AI appli-

cations when they work in the area of 

business process optimisation and real-

time decision support. Data process-

ing suitable for artificial intelligence 

must use historical and new data to 

automatically recognise and visualise 

correlations in the process data. This 

takes the form of self-calculated classes 

of data patterns based on historical 

and current data, which give it the 

ability to automatically label raw data. 

Only in this way can raw business pro-

cess data be used for self-adapting and 

learning AI algorithms.

And how are you meeting this  

challenge?

We have developed algorithms for so-

called qualitative labelling in connec-

tion with the deep Qualicision AI. 

Simply put, qualitative labelling lev-

erages the measurement data in the 

processes that are already collected 

in business processes. We are talk-

ing here about micro and macro KPIs, 

which the customer identifies as key 

figures for satisfaction from his per-

spective or from the perspective of the 

process. From this minimal, qualita-

tive information, we can derive time 

series and calculate the qualitative la-

bels for the respective business process 

without requiring additional knowl-

edge. Once could say that qualitative 

labels are automatically derived from 

the self-referential definition of qual-

ity inherent in the business process 

and its own reality. Business process 

data is automatically prepared for con-

sumption by the AI. Qualitative label-

ling is an essential component of the 

industrial intelligence of PSI systems.

Consequently, the use of AI by PSI 

must therefore already include quali-

tative labelling. Is this the case?

First, PSI can indeed make a claim for 

the industrial intelligence of the so-

lutions. Neural networks have been 

used in some PSI customer systems 

for over ten years. These are systems 

based on extended Fuzzy Logic con-

trol processes at well-known auto-

motive manufacturers and suppliers 

worldwide on more than 180 produc-

tion lines. PSI customers in the metal 

industry also optimise their processes 

around the world with AI schedul-

ing algorithms. Maintenance man-

agement systems optimise the mainte-

nance plans of electrical network. AI 

systems from PSI harmonise the pro-

cesses in bus depots by finding an op-

timal solution for allocating vehicles 

to routes (for example) based on any 

number of constraints, such as vehi-

cle bottlenecks, and qualitative crite-

ria on the order of seconds.  In total, 

PSI has delivered and supported over 

50 different AI systems.

And qualitative labelling?

Qualitative labelling is already being 

used in a number of these applica-

tions. Important reference applica-

tions include AI autopilots for the 

optional automatic control of produc-

tion processes, autonomous learning 

of system settings in the automotive 

industry, and processes in the energy 

industry. Examples include forecast-

ing methods presented for the first 

time at this year’s Hannover Messe for 

managing energy loads in micro grids 

and the self-diagnosis of complex ma-

chines for predictive maintenance.

What concrete experiences have PSI 

and customers had with utilising AI?

Diverse and positive. In particular, 

they’ve seen that PSI’s Industrial In-

telligence works. In some applica-

tions, Qualitative Labelling works 

silently, efficiently and inconspicu-

ously. Since the solution is more im-

portant than the method, only now 

is the topic being discussed more in-

tensively. However, since the subject 

of automatic preparation of business 

process data is growing in importance, 

qualitative labelling is also continuing 

to move to the foreground.

What is your vision for the future 

use of AI in PSI solutions?

Networking existing solutions to cre-

ate comprehensive solution scenarios 

certainly has potential. Combining 

individual solutions from public trans-

port, traffic flow optimisation, main-

tenance and grid management to form 

networked scenarios immediately cre-

ates global solution, for example with 

relevant concepts for modern mobility 

and electromobility. In my estimation, 

PSI is unique in its potential.

PSI FLS
Fuzzy Logik & Neuro Systeme GmbH
Dr. Rudolf Felix
Managing Director
rfelix@psi.de
www.qualicision.de
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Tablet for the briefcase 
Product Report: Mobile communication for transport services

The major trend of digitalisation is rapidly causing lasting change to 
our world. Even in local public transport companies, software systems 
are increasingly helping to improve processes and efficiency in a grow-
ing number of areas. The appearance of drivers carrying heavy brief-
cases is all the less in tune with the refreshed image their employers. 
In fact, they are a sign of the halting modernisation and digitalisation 
of their workplaces. And yet, stressed drivers can easily be unburdened 
and flexibly integrated into internal operational planning and commu-
nication – with business information and communication solution Pro-
fahr BIK from Moveo.

Today, numerous studies have demon-

strated the importance of the proper 

design for workplaces, where the use 

of the latest technologies or mobile 

devices should be taken for granted. 

They are considered central building 

blocks for a successful, modern em-

ployer that values its employees and 

supports and encourages their creativ-

ity and motivation. A glance at pub-

lic transport companies reveal serious 

discrepancies between the different 

areas: For example, modern, digital 

systems have long been commonplace 

for dispatching and timetable man-

agement. By contrast, the digital con-

nection to drivers is lagging consid-

erably. However, mobile devices and 

systems could make the day-to-day 

lives of highly stressed drivers much 

easier. As a rule, drivers do not have 

a stable workplaces – or would have 

to accept additional travel to reach 

them. At the same time, they must be 

supplied with a great deal of informa-

tion and plans, or or they must pro-

cess them. This includes, for example, 

current rosters – including changes on 

short notice – detailed work informa-

tion such as timetables, stops or work 

and rest periods, time and holiday 

accounts, but also accounting state-

ments and the sending of company 

documents and instructions. And last 

but not least, as a result of the lack of 

connection to internal company com-

munication, they are completely ex-

cluded from forums – a considerable 

shortcoming that fuels growing dis-

satisfaction and contributes to already 

high stress. 

Mobile communication solutions make everyday driving easier.
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The digital workplace as a  
satisfaction factor
In fact, the processes found in many 

places are seriously outdated and an-

ything but contemporary. They are 

based on the exchange of paper docu-

ments, which must be filled in manu-

ally and sent by post or personally de-

livered to the administrative centre. 

Frequently, drivers fail to provide ur-

gent responses or changes cannot be 

made with sufficient lead time. The 

result: A large and inefficient burden 

of administration and coordination. 

In times with a growing shortage of 

skilled workers, companies can no 

longer afford such conditions. Not 

least because employees have long 

since applied their experiences from 

their private lives to the working 

world and expect digital, mobile, in-

tuitive solutions from their employers 

that efficiently support and facilitate 

their day-to-day work. 

Current rosters with one click 
The successful use of Moveo’s online 

module Profahr BIK shows how eas-

ily companies can improve this situ-

ation. This company information and 

communication solution was specially 

designed to integrate mobile employ-

ees. These are granted access to inter-

nal communication and planning sys-

tems – regardless of time and location. 

More than 22 transport companies, 

including ÖBB-Postbus, Münchener 

Verkehrsbetriebe, Bernmobil and 

RSAG Rostocker Straßenbahn al-

ready rely on this solution. Thanks 

to its responsive web design, it can be 

used on any end device or operating 

system – on home computers, smart-

phones or employee tablet computers. 

Access is over an encrypted connec-

tion and is only possible with a user 

name and password.

Depending on how the transport com-

pany is configured, the system can 

also access the dispatching servers. 

For example, duty rosters are clearly 

visualised. Above all, employees ben-

efit from the simple reply and input 

options, for example for creating indi-

vidual rosters, sick leave notifications 

or annual holiday planning. It is also 

possible to integrate additional func-

tions, for example, logging on to in-

ternal training or discussion forums. 

Taxis can also be ordered after work – 

at night or in remote locations – using 

BIK. The module checks the availa-

bility of public transport connections 

using the online timetable before it 

submits an order.

Tablet instead of briefcase
With the considerable flexibility that 

access to planning systems through 

mobile devices provides, employees 

eliminate numerous steps and and 

save valuable time. It is often the first 

time that drivers have been given the 

opportunity to actively participate in 

internal company communication. 

This especially increases employee 

satisfaction with their employer – a 

valuable commodity in times of a “war 

for talent.”  And companies also ben-

efit: From a reduction in administra-

tive expenses and associated costs. 

By eliminating paper-based and er-

ror-prone manual processes. As well 

as noticeably accelerated dispatching 

thanks to the consistency of internal 

planning processes. 

EVERYONE BENEFITS

Well-trained employees have be-

come a company’s most valu-

able asset. Companies must de-

sign their workplaces efficiently 

and securely. For drivers, this 

most significantly includes access 

to mobile terminals, and access 

to internal planning and commu-

nication systems. Employers and 

employees both benefit from this: 

They all save trips, time, costs and 

aggrevation.

Calendar view in the Profahr Workbook.

Moveo Software GmbH
Alvar Schulze
General Manager
alvar.schulze@moveo-software.com
www.moveo-software.com
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Live Dialogues: High efficiency – maximum usability
Produkt Report: Merging of dialogue, database and process with clear advantages

Today, GUI toolkits make it possible to design user-centric dialogues. 
However, a continuous connection to the process that provides or mod-
ifies data is rare – which can have serious consequences. PSI Transcom 
is tackling this problem – with clear advantages for its users. 

Sorry, someone was faster.” 

This is a sentence that eve-

ryone who books trips online 

or buys through portals has proba-

bly seen, to their great annoyance. 

That is completely understandable. 

Because it’s not uncommon to see 

this after spending what felt like an 

eternity clicking through a complex 

dialogue, entering a great deal of 

data and information – without any 

sign that the offer is no longer valid 

and that the information is a waste 

of time. This is simply because al-

most all dialogues are completed of-

fline, i.e. without a live link between 

the opened data record and the un-

derlying processes. These are con-

tinually updated in the background 

– with possible consequences for the 

open data record. 

A dialogue – also called a dialogue 

window, dialogue field or dialogue 

box – is a component of the graph-

ical user interface that is opened 

whenever information must be col-

lected from the user. However, as a 

rule, entries can only be made of-

fline, meaning that a comparison 

of the information entered and the 

current situation can only be made 

after the entry has been completed 

and submitted. Sometimes the data 

which was entered has become inva-

lid, or desired actions can no longer 

be performed.

Offline processing leads to 
frustration
Offline processing is also the norm for 

industrial planning software and for 

local and long-distance transport ap-

plications. Even worse, planning and 

control systems today generally either 

provide many compact individual di-

alogues that fail to take complex de-

pendencies into account, or they com-

bine necessary individual actions into 

complex dialogues. If it is not possible 

to make certain changes after the di-

alogue has been completed, more than 

simple frustration can result. Most im-

portantly, the desired goals cannot be 

achieved effectively and efficiently – 

and the user will certainly not be sat-

isfied. This is in no way fit for purpose 

or user-friendly. An application’s usa-

bility has long since evolved into an 

essential measure of its quality and a 

determinant of user satisfaction, and 

it contributes significantly to the suc-

cessful utilisation of applications.

For example, dispatchers are required 

to quickly take the correct steps in the 

event of unplanned events or devia-

tions – in a way that reflects the cur-

rent situation. Dispatching systems 

should support this task – for example 

by visualising complex relationships, 

by providing checklists and sugges-

tions for action, or by providing acous-

tic and visual signals. However, prob-

lems always arise when the situation 

has already changed by the time the 

dialogue has been completed and in-

dividual actions can no longer be per-

formed or have become irrelevant. 

As an example: The figure shows an offline dialogue in which the itinerary of a train is to be 

shortened using a dispatching measure. The dispatcher opens the dialogue and edits the meas-

ure. The measure is not implemented until the dialogue has been closed. If the train has al-

ready left the station at which the train formation change is to be carried out, the dispatcher 

only sees this after closing the dialogue. 
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Live Dialogues: High efficiency – maximum usability
Similarly, as things 

now stand, the dis-

patcher cannot see 

how the measure is 

presented to passen-

gers in the passen-

ger information sys-

tem. In addition to 

the train driver con-

trolling the train, 

passengers should 

be informed relia-

bly and without mis-

understanding about 

changes to the jour-

ney.

Disposition  
without detours
For these reasons, 

Berlin PSI Transcom has adapted the 

PSItraffic platform, merging dialogue, 

database and process with each other. 

The company is currently gaining in-

itial experience in ongoing introduc-

tion projects at customers in Switzer-

land and Hamburg.

There is now a constant connection 

between the dialogues and the data-

base. Through this connection, open 

dialogues always display real-time 

information or options for action – 

throughout the entire dialogue pro-

cess. Data that is no longer up-to-

date is greyed out. In the example 

described, the selected train journey 

is continuously updated in the upper 

part of the dialogue. There, the dis-

patcher can see which stations have 

not yet been reached. The train han-

dling is carried out as usual in the mid-

dle. In the lower part of the dialogue, 

a preview of the planned passenger in-

formation is displayed. This also ena-

bles the dispatcher to adjust the pas-

senger information as necessary. 

The advantages of this innovation 

are obvious: In the open dialogue, 

the dispatcher maintains a constant 

overview of the process – in the ex-

ample described, the train journey 

– and can take measures based on 

the current situation. Avoiding inva-

lid entries ultimately ensures signif-

icantly more efficient processes and 

satisfied users. Combining dispatch-

The open live dialogue shows the current status of the underlying process (here train journey) and is also linked 

to the passenger information.

ing and passenger information also 

ensures more reliable passenger in-

formation.

          The days of offline dialogues and frustrating multiple en-

tries in complex planning and control systems are numbered. The 

continuous connection between dialogues and database helps 

dispatchers to take measures more efficiently and provides pas-

sengers with more reliable information. With this development, 

manufacturers like PSI Transcom are not only fulfilling the ex-

pectation of a positive user experience for their solutions, they 

are also increasing the effectiveness of their applications in 

practice.

Torsten Vogel

General Manager, PSI Transcom GmbH

“ 

”

PSI Transcom GmbH
Torsten Vogel
General Manager
tvogel@psi.de
www.psitrans.com
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PSItraffic/PIS collects infor-

mation on the operating situ-

ation at the control centre of 

the Gornergrat Bahn in Zermatt and 

processes it for passenger information 

and dispatching. Passengers are in-

formed about departures, delays and 

disturbances via displays at the six 

stations and in waiting areas. Special 

texts as well as marketing-specific and 

tourist information can also be dis-

played. In addition, travellers receive 

From Zermatt to the Gornergrat – well informed 

information about their journeys via 

loudspeaker announcements.

As part of the system expansion, every 

display will be upgraded to the state 

of the art. A particular challenge lies 

in their weather suitability, as the sta-

tions are located at an altitude of over 

3000 metres. In addition, the pub-

lic address system will be modernised 

and expanded.

Due to its high modularity and flexi-

bility, the PSI system can be easily ex-

panded. It results in a significant im-

provement of customer information 

and enables dispatchers to take appro-

priate measures in the event of a fault.

The Gornergrat Bahn is the first elec-

trically operated rack railway in Swit-

zerland and runs from Zermatt to the 

Gornergrat across from the Matter-

horn. It is the highest outdoor rack 

railway in Europe. 

News: PSI extends passenger information system for the Gornergrat Bahn

The Gornergrat Bahn. In the background the Riffelsee, vis-a-vis the Matterhorn.

Since 2012, the Matterhorn Gotthard Railway, which belongs to the 
BVZ Group, has been informing its passengers on the more than 144 
km long rail network in trains and at around 40 stations on the basis of 
the PSI passenger information system (PIS). In future, the Gornergrat 
Bahn, also part of the BVZ Group, will also use the system.

PSI Transcom GmbH
Christoph Schiller
Project Manager
cschiller@psi.de
www.psitrans.com
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12.–13.09.2019 PSI user and 
diskussion forum

03.–05.03.2020 IT-Trans – International Conference  
and exhibition

22.–25.09.2020 InnoTrans – International 
Trade Fair for Transport Technology
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From Zermatt to the Gornergrat – well informed Moveo receives order from infra fürth
News: infra fürth gmbh decides for Profahr Personnel Dispatching System

As part of the reorganization of its transport division, infra fürth gmbh 
has commissioned the PSI subsidiary Moveo Software GmbH with the 
delivery and implementation of the Profahr personnel dispatching sys-
tem as well as a module for driver information including taxi ordering. 
Productive operation is planned for the end of 2019.

DIn the future, the new sys-

tem for the nearly 200 infra 

employees will support all 

decisions in personnel scheduling, re-

duce routine work and ensure efficient 

work processes. This includes the 

short-term assignment of unplanned 

services, the resolution of personnel 

bottlenecks and vehicle deployment 

planning. Via the Profahr communi-

cation module BIK (operational infor-

mation and communication), mobile 

employees in particular the driving 

service, can be informed promptly 

and comprehensively about changes 

to the duty schedule or upcoming in-

ternal events, regardless of the device 

and operating system used. At the 

same time, they are given the oppor-

tunity to communicate their personal 

concerns.

Klaus Dieregsweiler-Grünsfelder, head 

of the business unit and authorized 

signatory of infra traffic operations, 

sums up, “Following the very good ex-

periences with Profahr in cooperation 

with our previous operator VAG, the 

decision was easy for us to continue 

the cooperation with Moveo and to 

integrate the system into our new sys-

tem world.”

With infra, our Profahr customer 

base, which already numbers over 60 

companies, continues to grow,” says 

Moveo CEO Alvar Schulze. “It is con-

sidered one of the most innovative 

companies in Germany. The order 

proves once again the quality and mo-

dernity of our solution, “ adds Mat-

thias Kramp, also Managing Director 

at Moveo. Perspectively, infra is also 

reviewing the introduction of Moveo’s 

Moveo Software GmbH
Johanna Möhring
johanna.moehring@moveo-software.com
www.moveo-software.com

individual duty planning.

infra fürth is a supply and network 

service provider for the city of Fürth 

and some surrounding municipalities 

in the fields of supply, public mobil-

ity and services. The public transport 

division is handled by the infra fürth 

verkehr gmbh subsidiary.
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